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Congratulations! You have just purchased the high quality Majestic B7634S / 3.4 octave
professional glockenspiel with dampening pedal system. .
 The instrument has been designed with a flat playing surface. This results in a very
even playing feel, which makes very soft and fast passages possible, without having
to adjust the height of your arms.
 A flat keyboard results in a better flow of sound through the hall. No interference of
covered bars by accidentals.
 Perfect even dampening of naturals and accidentals.
 Due to the flat playing surface design, the attack of the bars will be equal when
played on either edge or center.
 Minimum distance between the bars, result in a compact, narrow instrument yet the
35 mm wide bars make it suitable for professional use.
 Our advanced computer tuning technology makes fine-tuning by grinding or drilling in
the bars unnecessary.
 The bars are produced and mounted in a way that the screws and supports do not
affect the intensity of the sound.

 The full sound of the instrument is due to optimal use of materials such as high
carbon steel, brass resonator, and high Tec CNC produced solid frame.
Important instructions for Majestic B7634S Professional Glockenspiel
Here are some easy, but important, set- up steps to assure you a smooth and easy userfriendly pedal glockenspiel.
Please read these instructions carefully before use.
1. After having removed the cover, you will find a traveler protection rail between the
bars. This rail assures a 100% line up of the bars during transport.
Please remove this protection rail before playing.

2. Before moving the instrument, be sure the pedal is mounted upwards to avoid any
collision by rolling on uneven surface.
3. Before moving the pedal, release tension of the screws push & pull rods!

4. Adjusting the height of the frame:
The Majestic B7634S gives you the option to play on a wide variety of heights
depending on the performers wishes. To adjust the height of the instrument, please
use the self-collapsible handles on the outside of the frame.
Always release tension of the screws push & pull rods before adjusting height of
the frame!

Keep the handle horizontal and move (counter) clockwise. When having reached the
desired height, release the handle carefully.
5. The glockenspiel has a two-way reversible pedal for either active damping (push the
pedal for damping) or passive damping (release the pedal for damping).
Active pedaling is achieved by pressing the pedal down to dampen the sustain of the
bars. A free sounding instrument useful for open sound without using the pedal. To
stop the sound/sustain of bars you press the pedal down.
Passive pedaling is achieved by pressing the pedal down to release the dampen bar
from the bars for free sustain. A dampened sound of the bars by playing without
using the pedal. To open up the sound of the bars press down the pedal again.
Mounting /dismounting the push & pull rods to move for active of passive pedaling:
use your finger to release the clip to mount or dismount the rod. Option is to use
your drum key.

Make sure the screw is loose by moving the rod!

After moving the rod (for active or passive pedaling ) mount the clip again

Active pedaling:
Height of using the pedal is a personal comfort setting. To avoid any trouble please
start off with our guide line. After using, feel and getting comfortable with the pedal
a personal preference is always possible.

 Release the tension on the screws pull rod. ( R+L )

 As a guideline use at first your hand (height) to position the pedal above the
ground.

 Keep the pedal in place while locking the screws on both sides.
 The pedal is ready to use. To muffle the sustain of the bars.

Passive Pedaling:

Release the tension of the pull rods ( R+L ) so that they can slide up and down






.
Mount the pull rods ( R + L ) as explained above to the front of pedal and mount
on the pin

Push pedal down on floor and keep pressure down while locking the screws of
the tension rods.
When releasing the pressure of your hand the pedal will go up. The dampen bar
will press against the bars. Pedal is ready to use. To take off the dampening of
the bars.

6. To avoid any damage during transport, the instrument comes with a protection
cover.
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